Lesson 7: Identity Artists - Brno Del Zou
What:
•

Understand the work of others to create your own response.

How:
•

Who is Brno Del Zou?

•

Choose a Photograph

•

Plan a Photoshoot

•

Plan a Response

•

How did you do?

Why:
•

So that you can understand how to respond the final brief.

GROWTH MINDSET:
Independence: Can plan your own photoshoot
KEYWORD:
Photo Sculpture
1-3

4-6

7-9

Can identify how identity can
be shown by another
photographer with limited
analysis.

Can discuss how identity can be
shown by another photographer
with detailed analysis.

Can evaluate how identity can
be shown by another
photographer with thorough
analysis.

Can plan a simple photoshoot
for identity.

Can plan a photoshoot for
identity responding to ideas
based on other photographers.

Can plan a complex photoshoot
for identity responding to ideas
based on other photographers.

Starter: Who is Bruno Del Zou?
TASK: Who is Bruno Del Zou? - Extended Writing
1. Navigate to the Internet and find out about the photographer Bruno Del Zou.
2. In the box below in your own words discuss who Bruno Del Zou is and what sort of
photographer they are; aim for around 300 - 500 words.
Note. This must be in your own words
Support:
You should include information about:
•

When they were born

•

Their nationality

•

Is he just a photographer?

•

What degree do they have?

•

Where did they teach?

•

What sort of photography are they well known for?

Challenge:
•

What other information can you find out?

Bruno Del Zou is a 53 year old (born in 1963) based in France and is an artist, filmmaker,
photographer, sculptor, musician and software developer. This talented individual is best
known for portrait sculpture photography. In 1990, he obtained a PhD in theoretical
engineering and he taught and was a researcher at the university of Poitiers (1994-2006). His
work has toured the planet and inspired many artists and is now being sold in art galleries for
prices between 2000 – 3600 pounds.
He aims to create images that gives an effect of cubism and shapes. The colour scheme he
normally uses is black and white and sometimes has patterns or prints combined in his work.
The main focus point in the majority of his pictures are people or 1 person. He uses people to
manipulate the amount of features they have and turn it into a piece of work you are forced to
look at over and over because of its eye catching theme. He layers these multiplied features
over the top of each other which makes it look as though it is 3D. These types of images are
taken inside a studio.
Another thing he uses as a focus point to create his work are landscapes. He turns a normal
picture taken from the same space and makes it into different angles and gives off an effect of
looking at the world in a different way.
He thinks that it is important for the viewers of his work to know that he is capturing the full
essence of people without cutting off the chaotic side to our minds. It gives everyone who sees
his work a greater understanding of those around us as well as ourselves. In doing this, he is
not only inspiring artists but inspiring people at home or at school who want to try a new type
of photography/art that relates to us.

Task 1: Choose a Photograph

TASK: Examine a Photograph
Choose your own photograph, what do you see?
Bruno Del Zou

Describe and point
out what you see
In the photo I can see
patterns, multiples of
the same facial
feature, it’s in black
and white and
arranged in a layout
where the layers go
over the other pieces.

What is the focal point of the image?
Support: What is the first thing you see?
The first thing I notice is the eyes.
Where is the image set?
The image is set in a studio.
How is the image composed?
The image is composed in different angles. For example, the person is in the centre, the image
slightly goes to the left hand side from the shoulders downwards, the grey background is shown in
the top left corner and the person’s eye line is mainly looking towards the right.
What denotations do you see in the image?
Nose, eyes, mouth, face, hair, clothes, shoulders, collarbone and eyebrows.
What connotations do you see in the image?
The idea the image is infiltrating is: capturing the essence of a person and what makes them who
they are.
Do you feel the image is effective?
I think that the image is effective as it forces the viewer to look at the picture again and again.

Challenge:
What would you change, why?
I would change the background colour to something bolder than grey and white. This is so that the
features of the person stand out more.

Task 2: Choose a Photograph
TASK: Examine a Photograph
Choose your own photograph, what do you see?
Bruno Del Zou

Describe and point out what you see
In this image I can see: patterns, black and
white theme, face, eyes, eyebrows, hair and
a leaf/vine/flower print affect.

What is the focal point of the image?
The focal point of the image is the pattern across the face.
Where is the image set?
The image is set in a studio.

How is the image composed?
The image is composed by the person being in the centre, the pattern coming from the bottom
left and reaching across to the top right and having the background half covering the image.
What denotations do you see in the image?
Eye, hair, mouth, nose, eyebrow and what looks like leaves.
What connotations do you see in the image?
The idea behind the image is: bringing nature and people into a more educational way of looking
at pictures.
Do you feel the image is effective?
I think the image is effective because the pattern draws you in.
Challenge:
What would you change, why?
I would change the way the character has been positioned. This is because I think he could get a
nicer effect with a different angle in comparison with the pattern.

Task 3: Plan a Photoshoot
TASK: Plan a Photoshoot
1. Plan a photoshoot based on a response to the images you have seen.
Note. These should be based on Brno Del Zou – Portrait Sculpture Photography work
What the image will look like?

What the image will look like?

Settings
Aperture / Shutter Speed / ISO
Aperture will be high and low so that the camera
isn’t extremely exposed to the light but also
captures the people’s faces
The shutter speed will be slow – ghost effect
ISO will be 100
Describe how the image looks and link to Brno Del
Zou and Identity

Settings
Aperture / Shutter Speed / ISO
Aperture will be high and low so that the
camera doesn’t take in too much light and
causes the image to go completely white
Shutter speed will be high
ISO will be 100
Describe how the image looks and link to
Brno Del Zou and Identity

There will be 1 person in front of a dark
The image will have a range of different patterns in background - he usually has one person in his
the picture that stand out in a 3D format – the way pictures
he layered his work in the images expresses a 3D
There will be a water effect splashing off the
like look.
person which creates a pattern across the
image – he includes patterns in his work
The image will also have the 2 people facing each
other with a different coloured blanket over the
Over the top of the image, there will be a bold
head to show the connotations of mixed identities white and black cubic print that covers some
but similar minds – he explored identities and mind of the picture in a circular form – he includes
sets of people.
prints in his work
The background will be white – brno’s work
The bottom right hand corner image shows
included plain backgrounds such as grey and white. how the picture will be framed; the rocks
around the outside will become the cubic
The image will also use a ghost effect to put in an design and the space in the middle will be the
extra level of depth – he uses different layers in his person with the splashing water effect – he
work
uses some frame work in his images

Date:

03/04/20

Lighting:

Soft lighting – soft box

Equipment
Needed:

Camera
White/black background
Tripod
Soft box
Props
Patterns

Location:

Studio

Subject:

Identities through cubism and creativity

Challenge:
What connotations will your images you have planned give?
I have planned my images to have connotations of cubes and shapes that reveal what makes
people who they are.

Plenary: How did you do?
SELF ASSESSMENT: Show your progress, highlight what you have completed.
1-3

4-6

7-9

Can identify how identity can
be shown by another
photographer with limited
analysis.

Can discuss how identity can be
shown by another photographer
with detailed analysis.

Can evaluate how identity can
be shown by another
photographer with thorough
analysis.

Can plan a simple photoshoot
for identity.

Can plan a photoshoot for
identity responding to ideas
based on other photographers.

KEYWORD: Connotation
Define the word above.
Feelings or ideas that a certain object or topic gives off.
GROWTH MINDSET:
Independence: Can plan your own photoshoot
Yes / No

Can plan a complex photoshoot
for identity responding to ideas
based on other photographers.

